All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Appropriate behavioral responses to changing environments are essential for an organism's survival. Odors are key environmental signals. In response to chronic odor exposure, depending on the valence of the conditioning odor and the context of odor delivery, an animal will either exhibit decreased responsiveness or enhanced attraction to subsequent presentations of the same odor \[[@pgen.1005244.ref001]--[@pgen.1005244.ref006]\].

Flies detect odorants via the activation of one or more of approximately 50 distinct subpopulations of olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) that decorate the antenna and maxillary palps. For the most part, each ORN subpopulation, defined by the expression of a single olfactory receptor, extends axons to a single, morphologically identifiable glomerulus, a neuropil compartment in the antennal lobe ([Fig 1A and 1C](#pgen.1005244.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Here they synapse with the dendrites of second order projection neurons (PNs) that carry information to higher centers in the brain and with the dendrites of local interneurons (LNs) that innervate most glomeruli and mediate crosstalk between them (\[[@pgen.1005244.ref007]--[@pgen.1005244.ref009]\], reviewed in \[[@pgen.1005244.ref010]\]).

![Olfactory circuit and N reporter assay.\
(A) Diagram of the olfactory circuit. ORN, olfactory receptor neuron; PN, projection neuron; LN, local interneuron. (B) Schematics of canonical N pathway activation and of the reporter assays. (i) Cleavage of N induced by Delta binding results in the cytoplasmic domain of N (NICD), in association with its transcriptional effector Su(H), entering the nucleus, and in conjunction with the co-activator Mastermind (Mam) activating transcription of genes with Su(H) binding sites. (ii) and (iii) N reporter proteins in which the intracellular domain of N (NICD) is replaced with either GAL4-VP16 (NGV, ii) or LexA-VP16 (NLV, iii) were expressed under the control of the α-tubulin promoter, which is active in most or all cells. Endogenous Delta binding results in cleavage of the proteins, releasing GAL4-VP16 and LexA-VP16 from the membrane, allowing them to enter the nucleus and activate transcription of UAS.dGFP and LexOP.dGFP reporters. dGFP encodes destabilized GFP. (C) An antennal lobe showing N reporter activity in ORNs that project to glomerulus VA6 following chronic exposure to geranyl acetate. The antennal lobe was stained with anti-Bruchpilot antibody (magenta) that labels presynaptic active zones \[[@pgen.1005244.ref109]\]. N reporter activity was detected with anti-GFP antibody (green). The circuit diagrams presented here and in subsequent figures were adapted from Wilson \[[@pgen.1005244.ref010]\].](pgen.1005244.g001){#pgen.1005244.g001}

In addition to its affect on behavior, chronic odor exposure also leads to changes in the activity of these neurons in both flies and honeybees and to changes in glomerular volume in flies, honeybees and mice. These changes correlate with the formation of long-term memory \[[@pgen.1005244.ref001],[@pgen.1005244.ref005],[@pgen.1005244.ref011]--[@pgen.1005244.ref014]\]. Sensory neurons had been thought to play a passive role in the formation and storage of long-term memory, simply acting as conduits to relay information from the environment to the central brain \[[@pgen.1005244.ref015]\]. More recently, work in flies \[[@pgen.1005244.ref016]--[@pgen.1005244.ref018]\] and mice \[[@pgen.1005244.ref019],[@pgen.1005244.ref020]\] point to a more active role for ORNs in olfactory plasticity.

We previously showed that, in response to chronic odor exposure, a Notch (N) reporter protein that assays canonical N signaling is activated in ORNs of adult *Drosophila* in an odorant specific fashion, demonstrating that in mature sensory neurons the N reporter responds to environmental inputs \[[@pgen.1005244.ref021]\]. N is a transmembrane receptor of an evolutionarily conserved intercellular signaling pathway that is essential for the development of diverse tissues including the nervous system (reviewed in \[[@pgen.1005244.ref022]--[@pgen.1005244.ref024]\]). More recently N has also been reported to be involved in synaptic plasticity and memory \[[@pgen.1005244.ref025]--[@pgen.1005244.ref035]\], although this role for N in mammalian excitatory neurons is controversial \[[@pgen.1005244.ref036],[@pgen.1005244.ref037]\]. In the canonical N pathway, upon binding its ligand, the transmembrane proteins Delta (Dl) or Serrate, N undergoes a series of proteolytic cleavages. This results in the cytoplasmic domain of N, in association with its transcriptional effector Suppressor of Hairless (Su(H)), entering the nucleus and activating transcription (reviewed in \[[@pgen.1005244.ref038]\]). There are however less well understood non-canonical modes of N function that do not utilize all the components of the canonical pathway and involve interactions with other molecules \[[@pgen.1005244.ref039]--[@pgen.1005244.ref045]\]. It has been suggested that the non-canonical pathways evolutionarily predate canonical N signaling \[[@pgen.1005244.ref046]\].

Here we show that endogenous N activity in adult *Drosophila* ORNs is required for changes in glomerular volume and neuronal activity that occur as a consequence of chronic odor exposure. Together with our previous work \[[@pgen.1005244.ref021]\], this demonstrates that in conjunction with olfactory inputs, N in ORNs is required for structural and physiological plasticity of neurons in the olfactory circuit. We have identified PNs as being the principal source of Dl that controls N pathway activity in ORNs, thus delineating a circuit in which, in conjunction with odor, N activity in the periphery regulates the activity of neurons in the central brain and Dl in the central brain regulates N activity in the periphery. By modulating the components of the N pathway in synaptic partners of this well defined neural circuit in adult *Drosophila*, we show that in regulating morphological plasticity, N is functioning by both canonical and non-canonical mechanisms with Dl signaling controlling the output by shifting the balance between these two transduction mechanisms. By acting as a node in two different pathways, N in ORNs can regulate plasticity in response to changes in the environment.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Odorant dependent activation of N in ORNs {#sec003}
-----------------------------------------

To begin to address the role of N in the function of the adult *Drosophila* nervous system, we previously adapted an *in vivo* assay for the transmembrane cleavage of N that monitors canonical N pathway activation ([Fig 1B](#pgen.1005244.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1005244.ref021]\]. Using this assay, we showed that N is activated in adult *Drosophila* ORNs in response to long-term odor exposure. N activation in ORNs is dependent on the canonical N ligand Dl. It is odor specific and is dependent on cognate odorant receptors and on synaptic vesicle release by the ORNs in which the odorant receptors are active \[[@pgen.1005244.ref021]\]. Interestingly, N is sometimes not activated in the same ORNs that respond directly to the odorant as assayed by electrophysiology, but instead in distinct and sometimes non-overlapping sets of ORNs, suggesting that N activation reflects a neural feedback following processing of olfactory input in the brain. However, to simplify analysis, we focus here on ORNs which show essentially a one-to-one correspondence between odorant reception and N activation. For example, geranyl acetate (GA) strongly activates Or82a expressing ORNs that project to glomerulus VA6 (VA6 ORNs) and weakly activates several other classes \[[@pgen.1005244.ref008],[@pgen.1005244.ref047],[@pgen.1005244.ref048]\]. When flies are chronically exposed to GA, we detect N reporter activity in VA6 ORNs ([Fig 1C](#pgen.1005244.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

N in ORNs is required for the increase in volume that glomeruli undergo when flies are chronically exposed to odor {#sec004}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Odorant-dependent N activation, as revealed by our *in vivo* N reporter assay, initiates and decays over relatively long periods, beginning 6 to 12 hours after the onset of odor exposure, reaching near peak levels after 24 hours, and decaying to \~60% of peak levels after 24 hours following odorant removal \[[@pgen.1005244.ref021]\]. Given these kinetics, we asked whether N plays a role in activity dependent plasticity in the adult *Drosophila* olfactory system. In both flies \[[@pgen.1005244.ref005],[@pgen.1005244.ref011]\] and honeybees \[[@pgen.1005244.ref013]\], it has been demonstrated that chronic odor exposure results in an odor specific increase in volume of glomeruli and this increase in volume correlates with the formation of long-term habituation in flies \[[@pgen.1005244.ref001],[@pgen.1005244.ref005],[@pgen.1005244.ref011]\] and long-term memory in honeybees \[[@pgen.1005244.ref012],[@pgen.1005244.ref013]\]. An increase in the size of olfactory glomeruli is also associated with long-term memory formation in mice \[[@pgen.1005244.ref014]\]. Therefore, we tested the extent to which N in VA6 ORNs is required for the increase in volume of VA6 upon chronic exposure to GA.

We measured the VA6 glomerular volume by using Or82a-GAL4 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref047]\] to drive expression of the membrane marker CD8-GFP in VA6 ORNs ([Fig 2C and 2D](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and co-expressed either control or *N* RNAi in these same ORNs to test the consequences of reducing N function. (In the course of this work we have used both shRNA and long inverted repeat RNAs. In the text we refer to both of these as RNAi. We specify which was used in the figure and figure legend for each experiment.) In our standard odor exposure paradigm ([Fig 2A](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}), flies are exposed to the odorant for four days on food and then assayed for VA6 glomerular size. Here and in figures below, the volumes of all the glomeruli were normalized to the median volume of the glomeruli of unexposed flies. The normalized median volume of the glomeruli of the unexposed flies is by definition 1 and is indicated by the dashed line in [Fig 2E](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}.

![N regulates the increase in volume that glomeruli undergo when flies are chronically exposed to odor.\
(A & B) Schematics of experimental protocols. Here and in the remaining figures the numbers refer to days. White boxes indicate days prior to or following odor exposure. Black boxes indicate days of odor exposure. The protocol in B was used with flies carrying Gal80^ts^. (C) A maximum intensity projection of a deconvolved image stack of glomerulus VA6 detected by the expression of CD8-GFP. (D) 3-D reconstruction of C that was used to measure its volume (purple region). (E) The volumes of VA6 (lanes 1 to 8) or V (lanes 9 to 12) in female flies expressing the indicated transgenes in either VA6 ORNs under control of Or82a-GAL4 or in V ORNs under control of Gr21a-GAL4. All flies also carried UAS.CD8-GFP. The flies in lanes 1--4 carried tubP-gal80^ts10^. Here and in the figures below the data are displayed as scatter plots (each circle represents the volume of a single glomerulus) with median and interquartile ranges and were compared by Mann-Whitney tests. ns p\>0.05; \* p≤0.05; \*\* p≤0.01; \*\*\* p≤0.001; \*\*\*\* p≤0.0001. Blue scatter plots show data from N shRNA (lanes 3 & 4) or N long inverted repeat RNA (lanes 7, 8, 11 & 12). As controls, mCherry shRNA (lanes 1 & 2) or Lac Z long inverted repeat RNA (lanes 5, 6, 9 &10) were used and are shown in the purple scatter plots. Flies were exposed to either 1% GA in paraffin oil (lanes 2, 4, 6 and 8), paraffin oil (lanes 1, 3, 5 & 7), 5% CO~2~ (lanes 10 & 12), or air (lanes 9 & 11). Each pair of lanes represents air exposed flies (open circles) and the corresponding GA exposed flies (filled circles). The plot of each air exposed/odor exposed pair has been normalized to the median of the air exposed flies. Their median at 1 is indicated by the dashed line. This normalization allows us to compare the volumes of the odor exposed flies in each experiment. The uppermost, red, p-value refers this comparison. The black p-value compares air exposed flies with the corresponding GA exposed flies of the same genotype and is shown directly above each pair. The shRNAs are both inserted into attP2 and the long inverted repeat RNAs were outcrossed to cn bw flies for 6 generations.](pgen.1005244.g002){#pgen.1005244.g002}

In flies expressing control RNAi, GA exposure results in an increase in the volume of VA6 ([Fig 2E](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 5 & 6), which is reversible within 2 days when flies are removed from odor ([S1 Fig](#pgen.1005244.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This increase in volume is abrogated in flies expressing *N* RNAi ([Fig 2E](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 7 & 8). This difference is unlikely to be due to an effect of *N* RNAi on the development of VA6 ORNs, as the onset of Or gene expression in *Drosophila* occurs towards the end of pupal development, after ORN axons innervate the glomeruli, and is one of the final events in ORN differentiation (\[[@pgen.1005244.ref049]\], reviewed in \[[@pgen.1005244.ref050]\]). Nevertheless, to ensure that the effect on structural plasticity does not reflect a development defect, we expressed a temperature sensitive version of GAL80 that blocks transcriptional activation by Gal4 at 17°C, but permits it at 30°C \[[@pgen.1005244.ref051]\]. Flies were raised to adulthood at 17°C. Two days after eclosion, they were shifted to 30°C for 4 days, prior to being exposed for 4 days at 30°C to GA or air ([Fig 2B](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Expression of *N* RNAi, but not control RNAi, in the adult VA6 ORNs of such flies also blocked the increase in volume of VA6 that occurs as a consequence of chronic exposure to GA ([Fig 2E](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 1--4).

Similarly to GA, CO~2~ stimulates a single class of ORNs, which express the CO~2~ responsive Gr21a receptor \[[@pgen.1005244.ref052],[@pgen.1005244.ref053]\]. We previously showed \[[@pgen.1005244.ref021]\] that chronic exposure to CO~2~ results in N reporter activation in Gr21a ORNs, which project to the V glomerulus \[[@pgen.1005244.ref048]\]. To assess whether N in V ORNs is required for the increase in volume of V that occurs as a consequence of long-term exposure to CO~2~ \[[@pgen.1005244.ref005]\], we exposed flies expressing CD8-GFP and either control RNAi or *N* RNAi in V ORNs to CO~2~. As can be seen in [Fig 2E](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 9--12, expression of *N* RNAi in V ORNs significantly reduced the extent of the CO~2~ induced volume increase.

Thus, we have demonstrated that endogenous N is required in the GA and CO~2~ responsive ORNs for the distinctive changes in brain structure that result from chronic exposure to each odorant.

N activity in ORNs during chronic odor exposure alters odorant induced calcium flux in ORNs and PNs {#sec005}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Long-term exposure to odors has been shown to alter the activity of neurons in the olfactory circuit in response to subsequent presentation of the same odor \[[@pgen.1005244.ref004],[@pgen.1005244.ref005],[@pgen.1005244.ref011],[@pgen.1005244.ref013]\]. To assess whether N activity in ORNs influences this exposure dependent change in neural function, we subjected flies to our standard regimen of 4 days of exposure to air or GA on food, allowed them to recover in the absence of odor for one day (as diagrammed in Figs [3A](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [4A](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}), and then used calcium imaging to monitor odor evoked calcium activity in VA6 ORN axons and the activation of VA6 PNs following transient presentation of GA.

![N activity in ORNs modulates ORN neuronal plasticity.\
(A) Schematic of experimental paradigm. Here and in [Fig 4](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}, female flies were exposed to 1% GA in paraffin oil or paraffin oil alone and removed from odor for one day prior to imaging. We assayed approximately 20 glomeruli for each combination of odor exposure and N activity. The traces (D-F, H,I) depict the median ΔF/F for each genotype and condition over time (in seconds on the X-axis). The black bar indicates the time of GA application; solid lines GA exposed flies; dotted lines air exposed flies. In D-I (as illustrated in B) flies were Or82a-GAL4; UAS.GCaMP3 carrying either (D) UAS.mCherry shRNA (control), (E) UAS.N shRNA (N RNAi) or (F) UAS.NICD (NICD). In H & I traces of ΔF/F for mCherry and N shRNA (H) or mCherry and NICD (I) are depicted in the same plot. (C) Representative pseudocolored images of VA6 ORNs prior to (1), during (2) and following (3) a 1.5 second pulse of GA. (G) ∫ΔF/F of calcium influx and efflux. The percentage change as well as the statistical significance of the change are depicted. Non significant p-values are not depicted. p-values were determined for GA exposed versus air exposed flies by comparing the areas under the influx and efflux peaks for each glomerulus.](pgen.1005244.g003){#pgen.1005244.g003}

![N in ORNs is required for PN neuronal plasticity.\
(A) Schematic of experimental paradigm. The traces (E-G, I,J) depict the median ΔF/F for each genotype and condition over time (in seconds on the X-axis). The black bar indicates the time of GA application; solid lines GA exposed flies; dotted lines air exposed flies. In E-H (as illustrated in B) flies were MZ612-GAL4 UAS.GCaMP6s/Or82a-LexAGAD; UAS.GCaMP6s LexOP.dsRED carrying either (E) LexOP.mCherry shRNA (control) or (F) LexOP.N shRNA (N RNAi). (C) Fluorescent image of VA6. MZ612-GAL4 driven GCaMP fluorescence is in green. Or82a-LexAGAD driven dsRED is in magenta and was used to identify VA6. (D) Representative pseudocolored image of VA6 PNs prior to (1), during (2) and following (3) a 1.5 second pulse of GA. (H) ∫ΔF/F of calcium influx and efflux. The percentage change as well as the statistical significance of the change are depicted. Non significant p-values are not depicted. p-values were determined for GA exposed versus air exposed flies by comparing the areas under the influx and efflux peaks for each glomerulus. In I & J traces of ΔF/F for ORNs and PNs of control (I) and N RNAi (J) flies are depicted in the same plot.](pgen.1005244.g004){#pgen.1005244.g004}

### (i) Changes in ORNs {#sec006}

To assay odor evoked calcium activity in ORN axons we expressed the calcium sensor GCaMP3 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref054]\] together with either control (*mCherry* shRNA) RNAi or *N* (shRNA) RNAi in VA6 ORNs, and used 2-photon microscopy to measure calcium responses in ORN axon terminals ([Fig 3B](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Representative pseudocolored images of VA6 ORNs from air exposed *mCherry* flies prior to, during, and following presentation of GA are shown in [Fig 3C](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}. Traces of the median fluorescent change over time (ΔF/F) for air and GA exposed flies that expressed *mCherry* RNAi are shown in [Fig 3D](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}, and those for air and GA exposed flies that expressed *N* RNAi are shown in [Fig 3E](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}. The ∫ΔF/F of calcium influx and efflux of air versus GA exposed flies expressing either *mCherry* or *N* RNAi are plotted in [Fig 3G](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}. In comparison to air exposed *mCherry* RNAi flies, GA exposed *mCherry* RNAi flies exhibited a small (13%) but statistically significant decrease in calcium influx into ORN axon terminals in response to transient exposure to GA ([Fig 3D and 3G](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"} lanes 1 & 2). ORNs are noisy and fire in the absence of odor, and depending on the class of ORN, following odor offset, ORN activity can be suppressed below spontaneous levels (reviewed in \[[@pgen.1005244.ref010]\]). This can be seen for air exposed *mCherry* RNAi flies by comparing [Fig 3C](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"} panels 1 and 3, and in the traces in [Fig 3D](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}. In *mCherry* RNAi flies that had been chronically exposed to GA there was a statistically significant decrease (26%) in this calcium efflux ([Fig 3D and 3G](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"} lanes 7 & 8).

In contrast to *mCherry* RNAi flies, we observe no significant difference in either calcium influx or efflux in air versus GA exposed *N* RNAi flies in response to transient presentation of GA ([Fig 3E and 3G](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 3,4,9,10). Hence, reducing N function in VA6 ORNs appears to eliminate the decrease in both the initial influx as well as the subsequent efflux of calcium that results from prolonged GA exposure.

We next compared the effect of gain, rather than loss, of N function in VA6 ORNs on the response of flies that had been chronically exposed to GA to subsequent GA exposure. To do so, we expressed the N intracellular domain (NICD), a form of N that because it is no longer tethered to the membrane results in constitutive activity of the canonical N signal transduction pathway. As was the case for *N* RNAi expressing flies, there was no difference between air and GA exposed flies in calcium influx ([Fig 3F and 3G](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 5 & 6). However, in contrast to *mCherry* RNAi expressing flies, where prior GA exposure resulted in decreased calcium efflux ([Fig 3D](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}), and to *N* RNAi flies where there was no difference in calcium efflux ([Fig 3E](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}), NICD flies that had been chronically exposed to GA show a statistically significant (48%) increase in calcium efflux (hyperpolarization) following odor offset ([Fig 3F and 3G](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 11 & 12). Thus, gain as well as loss of N transducing activity in ORNs alters the effect of prior exposure to GA on the subsequent physiological response of ORNs to transient GA exposure. The effects of such alterations in N transducing activity on the physiological plasticity of ORNs are summed in [Fig 3H and 3I](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}, in which the traces of ΔF/F following prolonged GA versus air exposure are shown for the comparison between *mCherry* and *N* RNAi flies ([Fig 3H](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}), and for *mCherry* RNAi and NICD flies ([Fig 3I](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

### (ii) Changes in PNs {#sec007}

To assay calcium responses in PNs, we expressed GCaMP6s \[[@pgen.1005244.ref055]\] in VA6 PNs, and either control (*mCherrry*) or *N* RNAi together with dsRED in VA6 ORNs. 2-photon microscopy was used to measure calcium responses in PN dendrites ([Fig 4B](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}). A fluorescent image of VA6 with GCaMP in VA6 PNs and dsRED in VA6 ORNs is shown in [Fig 4C](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}, and representative pseudocolored images of VA6 PNs from air exposed *mCherry* flies prior to, during, and following presentation of GA are shown in [Fig 4D](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}. As can be seen in the traces of ΔF/F ([Fig 4E](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and the plots of ∫ΔF/F ([Fig 4H](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 1 & 2), flies expressing *mCherry* RNAi in ORNs that had been chronically exposed to GA show a statistically significant increase (45%) in the amplitude of calcium activity in PNs in response to subsequent presentation of GA compared to air exposed *mCherry* RNAi expressing controls. This difference is abolished in GA exposed flies expressing *N* RNAi in VA6 ORNs ([Fig 4F and 4H](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"} lanes 3 & 4). That modulating N activity in ORNs affects the physiological plasticity of PNs can be visualized in [Fig 4G](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}, where the traces of ΔF/F for *mCherrry* and *N* RNAi flies, shown in [Fig 4E and 4F](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}, are superimposed.

The dramatic effect of removing N from ORNs on the physiology of ORNS and PNs can be seen by comparing the calcium fluxes of ORNS and PNs of *mCherry* flies ([Fig 4I](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}) with those of *N* RNAi flies ([Fig 4J](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, we note that in the absence of prior GA exposure (i.e. in air exposed flies), we do not detect any significant difference between flies expressing *mCherry* or *N* RNAi in calcium influx into ORN axons ([Fig 3H and 3G](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"} lanes 1,3) or PN dendrites ([Fig 4G and 4H](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"} lanes 1,3). This suggests that expression of *N* RNAi in VA6 ORNs has no effect on the ability of ORNs or PNs from air exposed flies to respond to GA, but rather, as we observed in our volume experiments, that N is required in VA6 ORNs for plasticity of neurons in response to chronic odor exposure.

Dl in PNs activates N in ORNs {#sec008}
-----------------------------

In the canonical N pathway, N is activated by membrane tethered ligands found on neighboring cells. We previously showed that activation of our N reporter is dependent upon endogenous Dl. In the olfactory system, ORNs have significant contact with other ORNs, PNs, LNs and glia. To better define the circuit whereby odor exposure results in N activation in ORNs, we sought to identify the source of Dl that activates the N reporter in ORNs. We used appropriate Gal4 drivers to selectively manipulate Dl signaling capacity in ORNs, PNs, LNs or glia likely to abut a chosen ORN population, and monitored N activity using our N-LexA-VP16 reporter assay ([Fig 1B](#pgen.1005244.g001){ref-type="fig"}; measured as the level of GFP fluorescence in the glomerulus innervated by the chosen ORN). We focused in particular on VA6 ORNs, which respond to GA and on ORNs that respond to ethyl butyrate (EB) and project to glomerulus VM2 (VM2 ORNs).

We used GAL4 driven RNAi to knockdown Dl in ORNs, PNs, LNs, or glia. Flies were exposed to GA, or EB for 4 days, and the level of N reporter activity in VA6 or VM2 glomeruli in *Dl* RNAi expressing flies was determined relative to that of control RNAi (*mCherry*) expressing flies. ([Fig 5](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"}; for each GAL4 driver, reporter activity of all the glomeruli was normalized to the median reporter activity of *mCherry* expressing flies. The normalized data is presented in the figure. The entire data set including the plots of the mCherry expressing flies is depicted in [S2 Fig](#pgen.1005244.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) RNAi knockdown of Dl in PNs that project to VA6 (illustrated in [Fig 5B](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"}) or VM2 decreased the activity of the N reporter, respectively, in VA6 ([Fig 5C](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"} lane 1) or VM2 ([Fig 5C](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"} lane 2) glomeruli. In contrast, knockdown of Dl in LNs ([Fig 5C](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"} lanes 4 & 5) or glia ([Fig 5C](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"} lane 3) had no effect. The effect of reducing Dl in PNs is not a consequence of reducing Dl during development, because N reporter activity is still reduced when a temperature sensitive version of GAL80 was used to restrict expression of the *Dl* RNAi knockdown to adulthood ([Fig 5C](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"} lane 6).

![The source of the ligand for N reporter activity in ORNs is PNs.\
(A) Schematic of experimental protocol. One day old females were exposed to GA, EB or oil for 4 days and then analyzed. The protocol for flies carrying GAL80^ts^ was as in [Fig 2B](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}. Flies expressing UAS.DTI \[[@pgen.1005244.ref056]\] (lane 11) were aged for one week prior to odor exposure. It has been shown that cell bodies and axons of ORNs expressing DTI are undetectable 5 days after eclosion \[[@pgen.1005244.ref049]\]. (B) Diagram of the olfactory circuit depicting N reporter activation in VA6 ORNs in response to exposure to GA. Dl is being removed from VA6 PNs. C. N-LV LexOP.dGFP females carrying either UAS.Dl shRNA (lanes 1--5), UAS.DlXK8 long inverted repeat RNA (lanes 6 & 7), UAS.aph-1 shRNA (lane 8), UAS.Dl and UAS.neur (lane 10), UAS.epsin RNAi (lane 9), or UAS.DTI \[[@pgen.1005244.ref056]\] (lane 11) in the indicated cell type were exposed to a 1:100 dilution of GA (VA6), EB (VM2) or oil for 4 days. In lanes 3, 6, 7 & 10 the flies also carried tubP-gal80^ts^ to limit expression to adults, and in lanes 6, 7 & 9 the flies also carried UAS.dicer-2 (dcr) to potentiate the RNAi. The level of N reporter activity seen in odor exposed flies carrying the indicated transgenes was normalized to the N reporter activity seen in odor exposed controls. The normalized activity of the odor exposed flies is presented. The entire data set comprising both odor exposed and air exposed flies is presented in [S2 Fig](#pgen.1005244.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The following GAL4 drivers were used: VA6 PNs, MZ612; VM2 PNs, NP5103; VA6 glia, repo; VA6 and VM2 LNs, NP2426; VA6 ORNs, Or82a-GAL4.](pgen.1005244.g005){#pgen.1005244.g005}

Each ORN is typically found in a sensilla with another class of ORN (reviewed in \[[@pgen.1005244.ref010]\]). To ask whether these other ORNs might be a source of Dl, we used Or47a-GAL4 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref047]\] driven diphtheria toxin (DTI) \[[@pgen.1005244.ref056]\] to kill the other ORN housed in the same sensilla as VA6 ORNs. This had no effect on N reporter activity in VA6 ORNs ([Fig 5C](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"} lane 11). Dl can also interact with N in cis, on the same cell, which inhibits N activation (reviewed in \[[@pgen.1005244.ref057]\]). Accordingly, we found that expressing *Dl* RNAi in VA6 ORNs increased reporter activity in VA6 ORNs ([Fig 5C](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"} lane 7). Together, with the positive results of Dl knockdown in PNs, and the negative results in LNs and glia, these results point to PNs as being the principal source of Dl that activates N in ORNs.

We then performed the converse experiment, raising the levels of Dl and Neuralized (Neur, a ubiquitin ligase required for Dl activity \[[@pgen.1005244.ref058]--[@pgen.1005244.ref060]\]) in adult VA6 PNs. This results, as expected, in an increase in reporter activity in VA6 ([Fig 5C](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"} lane 10). None of the manipulations of Dl in VA6 PNs affected the projection of the PNs to VA6 ([S3 Fig](#pgen.1005244.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Odor dependent activation of the N reporter in VA6 ORNs is also dependent on Epsin and Aph-1, two other components of the canonical N pathway. Epsin mediates a select endocytic pathway required in "sending" cells for Dl signaling activity \[[@pgen.1005244.ref061],[@pgen.1005244.ref062]\], whereas Aph1 is an essential component of γ-secretase required in "receiving" cells for Dl dependent transmembrane cleavage of N \[[@pgen.1005244.ref063],[@pgen.1005244.ref064]\]. RNAi knockdown of Aph-1 in VA6 ORNs and of Epsin in VA6 PNs both decreased N reporter activity ([Fig 5C](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 8,9). We note that Epsin-dependent Dl signaling activity may depend on the generation of mechanical tension across the intercellular ligand/receptor bridge that forms between Dl and N \[[@pgen.1005244.ref038]\]. If so, activation of N in VA6 ORNs might require such tension to be generated across the synapses formed with VA6 PNs.

Taken in conjunction with our previous results showing that N activation in ORNs requires odorant receptor activation and synaptic vesicle release by these ORNs, these data define a circuit of activation of the canonical N pathway whereby synaptic transmission by ORNs activates Dl signaling in the PNs that synapse with these ORNs, and this Dl signal feeds back to promote N activation in the ORNs.

Notch acts via both canonical and non-canonical pathways to regulate glomerular volume {#sec009}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our characterization of this circuit allowed us to manipulate components of the N pathway in synaptic partners and ask what effect these manipulations had on long-term odor induced neuronal plasticity. In the absence of Dl, N does not undergo the proteolytic cleavages required for its activation via the canonical pathway ([Fig 1B](#pgen.1005244.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, loss of Dl in the PNs should have the same phenotype as the loss of N in ORNs, i.e. reducing Dl in VA6 PNs should block the increase in volume of VA6 in response to GA. To test this, we drove expression of control (*mCherry*) or *Dl* RNAi in VA6 PNs and used a direct fusion of CD8-GFP to the Or82a promoter (Or82a-CD8-GFP \[[@pgen.1005244.ref048]\]) to measure the volume of VA6. Flies were exposed to air or GA as in [Fig 2](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}. As in [Fig 2E](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}, the volumes of all the glomeruli were normalized to the median volume of the glomeruli of air exposed flies. The normalized volumes of the GA exposed flies (controls in purple and experimentals in blue) are presented in [Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}. (The plots of the air exposed flies are not depicted in the figure. The entire data set is presented in [S4 Fig](#pgen.1005244.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Whereas knockdown of N in VA6 ORNs ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}, lane 2) prevents the increase in glomerular volume that would otherwise result from prolonged GA exposure ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}, lane 1), Dl knockdown in VA6 PNs ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}, lane 14) fails to prevent this increase ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}, lane 13). Indeed, the increase in VA6 volume is larger in GA exposed flies that express *Dl* RNAi in PNs ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}, lane 14) than in flies that express *mCherry* RNAi in PNs ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}, lane 13). These data indicate that Dl in PNs is not required to activate N in ORNs to promote the volume increase, and that to promote the volume increase N is not acting via the canonical pathway. The fact that VA6 was larger in GA exposed flies lacking Dl than in GA exposed control flies indicates, rather, that the role of Dl in PNs is to limit the extent of the volume increase. These results raise the possibility that prolonged exposure to GA operates through a non-canonical N transduction pathway to promote the increase in VA6 volume, and that this output is constrained by Dl signaling from PNs, conceivably via activation of the canonical N pathway.

![N regulates the increase in volume that glomeruli undergo when flies are chronically exposed to odor by both canonical and non-canonical mechanisms.\
(A) The volume of VA6 in GA exposed female flies expressing the indicated transgenes (blue) in either VA6 ORNs under control of Or82a-GAL4 (lanes 2, 4, 6, 8) or VA6 PNs under control of MZ612-GAL4 (lanes 10, 12, 14). With the exception of lane 11, the flies in the odd numbered lanes (purple) express control RNAs. The flies in lane 11 lacked the UAS constructs. Flies in lanes 1--8 carry UAS.cd8-GFP. Flies in lanes 9--14 carry Or82a.cd8-GFP. Flies in lanes 1 & 2 carry tubP-gal80^ts10^. Flies in lanes 15 & 16 express Dl RNAi in VA6 PNs under control of MZ612-GAL4, and LexAop.cd8-GFP together with either control (lane 15) or N RNAi (lane 16) in VA6 ORNs under control of Or82a-LexAGAD. The data have been normalized to the corresponding air exposed flies. Their median at 1 is indicated by the dashed line. Each pair of lanes represents GA exposed control flies (purple) and GA exposed mutant flies (blue). The uppermost, red, p-value refers to this comparison. The black p-value comparing air exposed with GA exposed flies is shown directly above each scatter plot. (Lanes 1 & 2 depict the same data as in [Fig 2](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"} lanes 2 & 4.) The results of these experiments are diagrammed in B which illustrates the interplay between the non-canonical and canonical N pathways in the regulation of glomerular volume. The entire data set of air exposed and GA exposed flies is presented in [S4 Fig](#pgen.1005244.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](pgen.1005244.g006){#pgen.1005244.g006}

In the canonical pathway, in response to ligand binding, N is sequentially cleaved in its juxtamembrane and transmembrane domains ([Fig 1B](#pgen.1005244.g001){ref-type="fig"}), and as shown in [Fig 5C](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"}, lane 8, knockdown of Aph-1 in VA6 ORNs blocks GA dependent nuclear access of the N-LexA-VP16 reporter protein, indicating that it blocks canonical N signal transduction. However, in contrast to the RNAi knockdown of N ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 1 & 2), Aph-1 knockdown does not block the GA dependent increase in VA6 volume ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 5 & 6). This further indicates that N in ORNs is not promoting the increase in volume by the canonical N pathway. In fact, as was the case with reducing Dl in PNs, VA6 was larger in GA exposed flies lacking Aph-1 in VA6 ORNs ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"} lane 6) than in GA exposed control (*mCherry*) flies ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"} lane 5). It has been proposed that the more ancient mechanism of N function is non-canonical \[[@pgen.1005244.ref046]\]. In this regard, it is interesting that in promoting this aspect of structural plasticity in the adult nervous system, N functions by a non-canonical mechanism.

That knocking down two components of the canonical N pathway, Dl in PNs and Aph-1 in ORNs, results in glomeruli that upon odor exposure are larger that those of control flies, suggests that while N is acting via a non-canonical pathway to promote the odor induced increase in volume, it acts via the canonical pathway to restrict the extent of the increase. To test this, we expressed, NICD in VA6 ORNs. This blocks the increase in volume of VA6 in response to exposure to GA ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 3 & 4). Consistent with this, raising the levels of Dl and Neur in VA6 PNs (which by promoting N cleavage would increase the level of NICD) blocked VA6 enlargement upon chronic exposure to GA ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 11 & 12).

The observation that VA6 was larger in GA exposed flies with reduced levels of Dl in PNs than in GA exposed control flies led us to hypothesize that the role of Dl in the regulation of glomerular volume is to switch the balance of N activity from the non-canonical to the canonical N pathway ([Fig 6B](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}). To eliminate the possibility that knocking down Dl in PNs was affecting glomerular volume by modulated the activity of N in PNs, we expressed N RNAi in VA6 PNs. This had no effect on the increase in volume of VA6 that occurs when flies are exposed to GA ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"} lanes 9 & 10). We then asked whether in regulating glomerular volume Dl is acting via N in ORNs, as opposed to a non-N mechanism. To test this, we expressed *Dl* RNAi in VA6 PNs and either control or *N* RNAi in VA6 ORNs. As can be seen in [Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"} lanes 15 and 16, in flies expressing *N* RNAi in VA6 ORNs ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"} lane 16) there was a significant reduction in the extent of the GA induced volume increase of VA6 when compared to flies expressing control RNAi ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"} lane 15), i.e. the phenotype is that of the loss of N in ORNs, not that of the loss of Dl in PNs. This indicates that Dl is regulating volume via N, and that one role of Dl is to shut off the non-canonical pathway.

Dl could be restricting the extent of the odor dependent increase in glomerular volume by simply shutting down the non-canonical N pathway. For example, if the non-canonical pathway involves a protein interacting with full length N at the membrane, Dl would terminate this interaction by promoting N cleavage. Alternatively, Dl could additionally be actively engaging the canonical N pathway ([Fig 6B](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}). This alternative is supported by our observation that expressing NICD, which results in constitutive canonical pathway N activity, in VA6 ORNs, blocks the increase in volume of VA6 in response to exposure to GA. Ideally, we would have liked to assay the requirement for the transcriptional effector Su(H). However, interpretation of Su(H) knockdown experiments is not straightforward. First, in the absence of N activation, Su(H) behaves as a transcriptional repressor \[[@pgen.1005244.ref065],[@pgen.1005244.ref066]\]. Thus, in addition to preventing N mediated transcription, knocking down Su(H) would also result in inappropriate gene expression. Second, in the absence of Su(H), N protein is unstable \[[@pgen.1005244.ref067],[@pgen.1005244.ref068]\]. Therefore, to assess if canonical N pathway components downstream of N processing are required for the Dl dependent restriction of glomerular volume, we used Or82a-GAL4 to express *mastermind* (*mam*) RNAi in VA6 ORNs. Because, Mam functions as a transcriptional co-activator for the N/Su(H) complex \[[@pgen.1005244.ref069]\], knocking down Mam blocks transcription through the canonical pathway. As can be seen in [Fig 6A](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 7 & 8, expressing *mam* RNAi in VA6 ORNs results in glomeruli that upon odor exposure are larger that those of flies expressing control RNAi, i.e. the phenotype resembles that of flies lacking Dl in PNs. With the caveat that there are N independent functions of Mam (\[[@pgen.1005244.ref070],[@pgen.1005244.ref071]\], reviewed in \[[@pgen.1005244.ref072]\]), this experiment suggests that removing N from the membrane is not sufficient to restrict the extent of the increase in volume of glomeruli that occurs upon chronic odor exposure, but rather this is an active process that requires transcriptional output of the canonical N pathway ([Fig 6B](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#sec010}
==========

ORNs receive input from the environment as well as from other neurons in the olfactory circuit. We previously showed that a N reporter protein is activated in adult *Drosophila* ORNs in response to environmental input and that its activity depends on and is modulated by other neurons in the olfactory circuit. In this paper we have presented evidence indicating that the N reporter reflects a role for endogenous N in olfactory plasticity. Specifically, we have shown that in adult *Drosophila*, N in ORNs mediates morphological ([Fig 2](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and physiological (Figs [3](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}) plasticity in response to prolonged odor exposure. We have characterized a circuit whereby, in conjunction with odor, N activity in the periphery regulates the activity of neurons in the central brain and Dl in the central brain regulates N activity in the periphery ([Fig 7](#pgen.1005244.g007){ref-type="fig"}). These results establish odorant dependent N activation as a physiologically relevant feedback circuit mediating structural and physiological responses to prolonged odor exposure.

![Model for the role of N in the regulation of glomeruli plasticity upon long-term odor exposure.\
(A) Neurons of the first olfactory synapse prior to odor exposure. (B) Chronic odor exposure induces synaptic vesicle release by ORNs as well as the activation of a non-canonical N pathway in ORNs that is required for an increase in glomerular volume. This non-canonical pathway does not require the N ligand Dl or Aph-1 dependent N cleavage, suggesting that in its non-canonical role N is acting at the membrane. (C) Neurotransmitter release by ORNs activates both PNs and LNs and in the simplest hypothesis activates Dl in the PNs. (D) Dl in PNs signals back to the ORNs, activating the canonical N signal transduction pathway to limit the increase in glomerular size. This feedback loop could be thought of as a homeostatic mechanism to regulate glomerular volume in the presence of chronic odor. (E) N activity in ORNs also alters the physiological response of ORNs to odor, resulting in changes in the activity of their cognate PNs. The change in ORN physiology persists for at least one day after exposure to chronic odor ceases.](pgen.1005244.g007){#pgen.1005244.g007}

We have shown that in regulating structural plasticity N acts by both canonical cleavage-dependent and non-canonical cleavage-independent mechanisms and present evidence suggesting that the role of Dl in the regulation of glomerular volume, is to switch the balance of N activity from the non-canonical to the canonical N pathway ([Fig 6](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we hypothesize that the activation of Dl in PNs, and the consequent activation of the canonical N pathway in ORNs, is controlled by synaptic transmission by ORNs ([Fig 7C and 7D](#pgen.1005244.g007){ref-type="fig"}). We suggest that canonical and non-canonical N signaling occur simultaneously and are mutually exclusive for any one N molecule, with the balance between the two pathways determining the change in volume of the glomerulus in response to chronic odor exposure. This implies that in a single ORN, one protein functioning in two different pathways can regulate structural plasticity in response to changes in the environment ([Fig 7B--7D](#pgen.1005244.g007){ref-type="fig"}).

How does N regulate morphological plasticity? {#sec011}
---------------------------------------------

Prior work has implicated N in the regulation of neuronal connectivity during development. For example, in mammalian primary neuron cultures and cell lines it has been shown that expression of NICD or activation of N by ligands on neighboring cells inhibits neurite outgrowth \[[@pgen.1005244.ref073]--[@pgen.1005244.ref076]\]. Similarly, in *Drosophila* it has been shown that expression of NICD inhibits arborization of atonal expressing axons that innervate the adult optic lobe \[[@pgen.1005244.ref077]\]. Our observation that expressing NICD in adult ORNs or raising the levels of Dl and Neur in VA6 PNs blocks the increase in volume of VA6 in response to exposure to GA are in accord with these prior results. Non-canonical N signaling has also been shown to be involved in axon patterning in *Drosophila* \[[@pgen.1005244.ref042],[@pgen.1005244.ref043]\]. It is conceivable that the mechanism by which N affects the structure of olfactory glomeruli in adult flies is analogous to these developmental processes.

In our experiments, we are modulating N activity in ORNs, and N acts cell autonomously. Yet, Sachse et al. found that the increase in volume of V upon long-term exposure to CO~2~ was not due to changes in the morphology of V ORNs and hypothesized that long-term odor exposure led to neuroanatomical changes in LNs \[[@pgen.1005244.ref005]\]. This raises the possibility that N in ORNs modulates structural plasticity of glomeruli by regulating a neuromodulator or another signaling pathway that acts non-autonomously to affect the morphology of LNs. We discuss this further below. Alternatively, the increase in volume could be due to an odor and N dependent defasciculation of ORNs. This could result in changes in connectivity with PNs and LNs, and this change in connectivity could underlie the change in glomerular morphology that occurs upon chronic odor exposure.

How does N regulate physiological plasticity? {#sec012}
---------------------------------------------

Our results on the effect of long-term odor exposure on the physiology of ORNs and PNs differ from some previous studies. Whereas we observed that prior exposure to GA affected calcium flow into and out of VA6 ORNs upon subsequent presentation of GA ([Fig 3D and 3G](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}), Sachse et al. found that long-term exposure to CO~2~ had no effect on the physiology of Gr21a expressing ORNs \[[@pgen.1005244.ref005]\]. Additionally, while we found that prior exposure to GA resulted in enhanced activation of VA6 PNs upon subsequent presentation of GA ([Fig 4E and 4H](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}), Das et al. observed that prior exposure to EB led to a reduction in EB evoked PN responses in EB responsive PNs \[[@pgen.1005244.ref011]\]. Differences between our experimental paradigm and that of the previous studies could account for these disparities. For instance, unlike the earlier studies, we removed the flies from odor for one day prior to imaging. Additionally, CO~2~ and EB are repulsive to flies at the concentrations used \[[@pgen.1005244.ref005],[@pgen.1005244.ref011],[@pgen.1005244.ref053]\], and prior exposure to CO~2~ or EB resulted in decreased behavioral responses to subsequent presentation of the odors \[[@pgen.1005244.ref005],[@pgen.1005244.ref011]\], which might be expected to dampen PN responses. GA at the concentration we used is attractive to flies \[[@pgen.1005244.ref078],[@pgen.1005244.ref079]\] ([S5 Fig](#pgen.1005244.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and we observed that prior exposure to GA resulted in an increase in attraction to GA ([S5 Fig](#pgen.1005244.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The flies were exposed to GA on food and following starvation showed an enhanced preference for GA ([S5 Fig](#pgen.1005244.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) We interpret the behavioral responses we observed as indicating that the flies are making an association between GA and food. This behavior is analogous to the "imaginal conditioning" described by Siddiqi and co-workers \[[@pgen.1005244.ref006],[@pgen.1005244.ref018]\]. The enhanced attraction to GA might be expected to result in enhanced activation of VA6 PNs.

We have shown that knocking down N in ORNs affects activation of the downstream PNs ([Fig 4E--4J](#pgen.1005244.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Cells postsynaptic to the N mutant ORN are all wild type, so the mutant physiological phenotypes must be propagated from the mutant ORN to the wild type cells. One parsimonious hypothesis for the altered PN activation observed in *N* RNAi flies is that it results from the altered responses observed in the ORNs. In control RNAi flies prior odor exposure results in a decrease in both calcium influx (depolarization) and the subsequent calcium efflux (hyperpolarization) compared to unexposed flies ([Fig 3D and 3G](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}). These changes do not occur in *N* RNAi flies ([Fig 3E and 3G](#pgen.1005244.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Alternatively, an odor and N dependent change in ORN fasciculation, that results in changes in connectivity with PNs or LNs, could underlie the change in PN activation. A third, not necessarily exclusive, hypothesis is that N is regulating the expression of a neuromodulator secreted by ORNs that affects activation of postsynaptic neurons, both PNs and LNs. The *Drosophila* genome contains at least 42 genes that encode neuropeptides, peptide hormones or protein hormones \[[@pgen.1005244.ref080]--[@pgen.1005244.ref082]\] of which at least 16 appear to be expressed in adult antennae. Alternatively, as mentioned above, N in ORNs could be regulating another signaling pathway that acts non-autonomously.

Our data indicate that in response to chronic odor exposure, N regulates the volume of glomeruli by both non-canonical cleavage-independent and cleavage-dependent canonical N pathways. We do not know if in regulating physiological plasticity N is also acting by both canonical and non-canonical mechanisms.

What role do PNs play in the regulation of N? {#sec013}
---------------------------------------------

Because the N mediated increase in volume, in response to odor, does not require Dl in PNs ([Fig 6](#pgen.1005244.g006){ref-type="fig"}), it is conceivable that the increase in volume is an autonomous property of ORNs and will occur in the absence of PN activation or of synaptic transmission by ORNs ([Fig 7B](#pgen.1005244.g007){ref-type="fig"}).

We have shown here that activation of the canonical pathway is dependent on Dl in PNs ([Fig 5](#pgen.1005244.g005){ref-type="fig"}). We showed previously that activation of the canonical pathway is dependent on synaptic vesicle release by ORNs \[[@pgen.1005244.ref021]\]. It is possible that activation of PNs by their cognate ORNs promotes the ability of Dl to activate the canonical pathway. For instance, activation of PNs could lead to an increase in the amount of Dl at the the cell surface that is able to bind to N, or it could result in increased Neur and Epsin dependent endocytosis of Dl, which has been shown to a key requirement of canonical N pathway activation (reviewed in \[[@pgen.1005244.ref038]\]). Alternatively, enhanced canonical N pathway activation could result from odor dependent changes in ORNs that are elicited in response to chronic odor exposure.

What is the non-canonical pathway? {#sec014}
----------------------------------

There is increasing evidence linking N to other signaling pathways (reviewed in \[[@pgen.1005244.ref083]\]). An intriguing candidate for the non-canonical N pathway required for the odor induced increase in volume of glomeruli is the Abl tyrosine kinase pathway. The Abl pathway regulates actin dynamics which underlie changes in synaptic morphology and function \[[@pgen.1005244.ref084]--[@pgen.1005244.ref086]\]. Genetic and biochemical experiments have established a connection between N and the Abl pathway in both flies and mammals \[[@pgen.1005244.ref041]--[@pgen.1005244.ref043],[@pgen.1005244.ref087],[@pgen.1005244.ref088]\]. A component of the Abl pathway, the adaptor protein Disabled (Dab), has been shown to physically associate with N in fly heads and mammalian brains \[[@pgen.1005244.ref043],[@pgen.1005244.ref089],[@pgen.1005244.ref090]\]. Supporting the involvement of the Abl pathway, we have found that both knocking down Dab with RNAi as well as elevating the levels of Dab in VA6 ORNs affected activation of the N reporter ([S6 Fig](#pgen.1005244.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Over-expression of Dab also blocked the increase in volume of VA6 in flies chronically exposed to GA. In fact there was an odor dependent decrease in volume and an odor dependent change in the morphology of VA6 ([S6 Fig](#pgen.1005244.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Two alternate candidates for the non-canonical pathway are the TORC2 and Wingless/Wnt pathways. The TORC2 pathway has been shown to regulate actin polymerization, and is required for long-term memory in both mammals and flies \[[@pgen.1005244.ref091]\]. In a model of neglect-induced apoptosis in mammalian cells, it has been shown that membrane associated N interacts functionally with TORC2 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref045]\], and N activation of TORC2 has been shown to be required for the regulation of neural stem cells in both flies and mammals \[[@pgen.1005244.ref044]\]. Wnts have been shown to be involved in the structural and functional plasticity of synapses, and Wingless has been shown to be required for long term memory in flies \[[@pgen.1005244.ref092]\]. The activated form of the Wnt pathway component β-catenin has been shown to physically associate with membrane bound N in both flies \[[@pgen.1005244.ref039]\] and mammalian embryonic stem cells \[[@pgen.1005244.ref040]\].

An active role for ORNs in olfactory plasticity {#sec015}
-----------------------------------------------

Recent work has attributed olfactory habituation in response to long-term odor exposure in Drosophila to a potentiation of inhibitory transmission between LNs and PNs (reviewed in \[[@pgen.1005244.ref093]\]). Our work demonstrating that N is required in ORNs for changes in the morphology and physiology of neurons that occur as a consequence of chronic odor exposure reveals an additional aspect to the regulation of olfactory plasticity and highlights the importance of experience dependent plasticity at the first olfactory synapse.

Materials and Methods {#sec016}
=====================

Constructs and fly stocks {#sec017}
-------------------------

The following transgenic fly lines were generated: [UAS.NICD]{.ul}: N^Intra1790^ \[[@pgen.1005244.ref068]\] lacking the 3' N UTR was subcloned into pValium20 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref094]\]. [Or82a-LexA-GAD]{.ul}: The Or82a promoter, amplified from genomic DNA using the primers AGGAGGCTGAGGATTACAAGGAACG and GACCCCAGTTTCTAGAACATGAAAGGATTG was subcloned into pBPnlsLexA---GADflUw \[[@pgen.1005244.ref095]\] Addgene plasmid 26232. [LexOP.mCherry shRNA]{.ul} and [LexOP.N shRNA]{.ul}: The UAS sequences in UAS.mcherry and UAS.N shRNA TRiP.HMS00015 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref094]\] were replaced with the LexA operator sequences of pJFRC19-13XLexAop2-IVS-myr::GFP \[[@pgen.1005244.ref095]\] Addgene plasmid 26224. [LexOP.dsRED]{.ul}: The myr::GFP in pJFRC19-13XLexAop2-IVS-myr::GFP \[[@pgen.1005244.ref095]\] Addgene plasmid 26224 was replaced with DsRed2 from pENTR-DsRed2 N1 (CMB1) (Eric Campeau, Addgene plasmid \# 22523). [UAS.DlXK8]{.ul} (long inverted repeat RNA): Sequences corresponding to nucleotides 221--500 of Dl mRNA GenBank ID X06289.1 were subcloned as an inverted repeat into pUdsGFP \[[@pgen.1005244.ref096]\]. [UAS.espin RNAi]{.ul}: Espin DNA, generated by RT-PCR with the primers GCAGCCAACCTTCGTTGGAGG and GGCTGCCATCATGAGCGAG, was subcloned as an inverted repeat into pUdsGFP \[[@pgen.1005244.ref096]\].

Other transgenic stocks were Or82a-GAL4 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref047]\], Or47a-GAL4 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref047]\], Gr21a-GAL4 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref052]\], UAS.mCD8-GFP \[[@pgen.1005244.ref097]\], Or82a-CD8-GFP \[[@pgen.1005244.ref048]\], 13XLexAop2-mCD8::GFP \[[@pgen.1005244.ref095]\], UAS.Ni \[[@pgen.1005244.ref098]\], UAS.N shRNA TRiP.HMS00015 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref094]\], UAS.IRlacZ \[[@pgen.1005244.ref099]\], UAS.Dl shRNA TRiP.HMS01309, UAS.aph-1 shRNA TRiP.HMS01693, UAS.mam long hairpin RNA TRiP.JF02881, UAS.mCherry in attP2 and attP40, 20XUAS.GCaMP3 in attP2 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref100]\], 20XUAS.GCaMP6s in attP40 and VK00005 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref055]\], N-LV \[[@pgen.1005244.ref021]\], LexOP.dGFP \[[@pgen.1005244.ref021]\], UAS.^myc^Dl \[[@pgen.1005244.ref061]\], UAS.neur \[[@pgen.1005244.ref059]\], UAS.DTI \[[@pgen.1005244.ref056]\], NP5103 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref101]\], repo-GAL4 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref102]\], NP2426 \[[@pgen.1005244.ref103]\], UAS-Dcr-2.D \[[@pgen.1005244.ref104]\], tubP-gal80ts \[[@pgen.1005244.ref051]\], UAS.Dab \[[@pgen.1005244.ref105]\], UAS.Dab shRNA TRiP.HMS02482.

Measurement of glomerular volume {#sec018}
--------------------------------

Brains were dissected, fixed and stained as described by Pfeiffer et al. \[[@pgen.1005244.ref095]\]. Glomeruli were labelled with the membrane marker mCD8-GFP which was detected with rabbit anti-GFP (Invitrogen), followed by DyLight 488 conjugated Donkey anti rabbit F(ab')~2~ fragment (Jackson), and were mounted in Slowfade (Invitrogen).

Volume measurements were obtained from confocal Z stacks gathered using a Leica SP5 that were collected from images separated by 130nm. The same microscope settings were used throughout an experiment. The stacks were deconvolved using Huygens Essential Software version 4.1.1p1 64b for Windows 7 (Scientific Volume Imaging, The Netherlands. <http://www.svi.nl/HuygensProducts>) and the volume determined using Huygens object analyzer. When using Gal4 driven UAS.CD8-GFP to label glomeruli the high fluorescence levels allowed the default settings of the object analyzer to be used. For the weaker fluorescence that resulted from using CD8-GFP directly fused to the Or82a promotor, the settings were manually adjusted to obtain the best 3D reconstruction for volume measurement. Data was plotted in GraphPad Prism 6.0f for Mac OS X (GraphPad Software, San Diego California USA, [www.graphpad.com](http://www.graphpad.com)) and analyzed by two-tailed Mann-Whitney tests. All experiments were carried out blind.

2-photon image analysis {#sec019}
-----------------------

Flies were prepared for 2-photon microscopy, odor was delivered, and imaging performed as described \[[@pgen.1005244.ref106]--[@pgen.1005244.ref108]\]. Images were acquired at 472 ms per frame with a resolution of 300 X 300 pixels. Odor was applied after 19 frames when imaging ORNs and after 31 frames when imaging PNs. Geranyl acetate was administered for 1.5 seconds from 100ml bottles containing 40ul of geranyl acetate on filter paper. Odor onset was controlled by TriggerSync software (Prairie Technologies) and solenoid valves (Parker Hannifin Corporation). The air flow rate was 500ml/minute. Bottles lacking geranyl acetate were used to confirm that the changes in fluorescence were not due to mechanical stimulation. The resulting T stacks were quantified by ImageJ using the Intensity V Time Monitor plugin (<http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/plugins/dynamic-profiler/index.html>), then imported into Prism. Because shutter noise caused a rise in calcium influx, the first 5 frames were omitted from further analysis. The average of the next 10 frames for ORNs or 15 frames for PNs were then used as the baseline to produce the fractional differences, (Value-Baseline)/Baseline, i.e. ∆F/F for each sample. ∫∆F/F was calculated from the area above and below the baseline following odor addition. Peaks less than 20% the minimum to maximum Y distance or comprising less than 4 adjacent points were omitted.

To assay calcium flux in ORNs the following number of samples were imaged: mCherry air, 22; mCherry GA, 23; N air, 23; N GA 22; NICD air, 24; NICD GA, 22. To assay calcium flux in PNs the following number of samples were imaged: mCherry air, 24; mCherry GA, 24; N air, 25; N GA, 23.

Notch reporter assays {#sec020}
---------------------

N reporter activity was determined as described previously \[[@pgen.1005244.ref021]\].

Supporting Information {#sec021}
======================

###### The GA induced volume increase of VA6 is reversible.

\(A\) Schematic of experimental protocol. One day old females expressing CD8-GFP and mCherry shRNA in VA6 ORNs under control of Or82a-GAL4 were exposed to a 1:100 dilution of GA or oil for 4 days. Flies were dissected immediately upon removal from odor (Day 0) or removed from odor and exposed to oil for 2 days prior to dissection (Day 0 + 2 days). (B) Scatter plots showing the volumes of VA6 glomeruli from air exposed (open circles) or GA exposed (filled circles) flies. Each circle represents the volume of a single glomerulus. The scatter plots are presented with median and interquartile ranges and were compared by Mann-Whitney tests. ns p\>0.05; \*\*\*\* p≤0.0001. The volumes of all the glomeruli from each air/GA exposed pair were normalized to the median volume of the glomeruli of air exposed flies. The median volume of the glomeruli of the air exposed flies is by definition 1 and is indicated by the dashed line. This normalization allows us to compare the volumes of the GA exposed flies. The uppermost, red, p-value refers this comparison. The black p-value compares air exposed flies with the corresponding GA exposed flies and is shown directly above each pair.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The source of the ligand for N reporter activity in ORNs is PNs.

Scatter plots showing N reporter activity in the indicated glomeruli of odor exposed control flies (odd numbered lanes, purple) or flies expressing the indicated transgenes (even numbered lanes, blue) in either ORNs or PNs. Each circle represents the activity of a single glomerulus. The scatter plots are presented with median and interquartile ranges and were compared by Mann-Whitney tests. ns p\>0.05; \*\* p≤0.01; \*\*\* p≤0.001; \*\*\*\* p≤0.0001. Each set of two lanes represents control flies and mutant flies from one experiment. For each GAL4 driver, reporter activity of all the glomeruli was normalized to the median reporter activity of the control flies. The median reporter activity of the control flies is by definition 1 and is indicated by the dashed line. The p-value for this comparison is indicated in red above each pair. N-LV LexOP.dGFP females carrying either UAS.Dl shRNA (lanes 2, 4, 6, 8 & 10), UAS.DlXK8 long inverted repeat RNA (lanes 12 & 14), UAS.aph-1 shRNA (lane 16), UAS.epsin RNAi (lane 18), UAS.Dl and UAS.neur (lane 20), or UAS.DTI \[[@pgen.1005244.ref056]\] (lane 22) in the indicated cell type were exposed to a 1:100 dilution of GA (VA6), EB (VM2) or oil for 4 days. In lanes 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19 and 20 the flies also carried tubP-gal80^ts^ to limit expression to adults, and in lanes 11--14, 17 and 18 the flies also carried UAS.dicer-2 (dcr) to potentiate the RNAi. The control flies in lanes 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 & 15 expressed mCherry shRNA which is inserted into the same chromosomal location as the indicated transgenes. In lanes 11, 13, 17, 19 & 21 the controls lacked the indicated RNAi (lanes 11, 13 & 17), or the indicated UAS constructs (lanes 19 & 21). The following GAL4 drivers were used: VA6 PNs, MZ612; VM2 PNs, NP5103; VA6 glia, repo; VA6 and VM2 LNs, NP2426; VA6 ORNs, Or82a-GAL4.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Manipulating the levels of Dl or N in VA6 PNs does not affect the projection of the PNs to VA6.

Brains of flies expressing CD8-GFP and the indicated transgenes in VA6 PNs, under control of MZ612-GAL4, were stained with anti-GFP (green) and anti-Bruchpilot (Brp (nc82), magenta) antibodies. In all cases, CD8-GFP expression can be detected in VA6 indicating that expression of the transgenes does not affect projection of VA6 PNs to VA6. MZ612-GAL4 is not expressed exclusively in VA6 PNs.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### N regulates the increase in volume that glomeruli undergo when flies are chronically exposed to odor by both canonical and non-canonical mechanisms.

Scatter plots showing the volumes of VA6 glomeruli in control flies (purple) or flies expressing the indicated transgenes (blue) in either ORNs or PNs. Each symbol represents the volume of a single glomerulus. The scatter plots are presented with median and interquartile ranges and were compared by Mann-Whitney tests. ns p\>0.05; \* p≤0.05; \*\* p≤0.01; \*\*\* p≤0.001; \*\*\*\* p≤0.0001. Each set of four lanes represents control flies (purple) and mutant flies (blue) from one experiment. The flies in the odd numbered lanes (open symbols) were exposed to air, and the flies in the even numbered lanes (filled symbols) were chronically exposed to GA. The volumes of all the glomeruli from each air/GA exposed pair were normalized to the median volume of the glomeruli of air exposed flies. The median volume of the glomeruli of the air exposed flies is by definition 1 and is indicated by the dashed line. This normalization allows us to compare the volumes of the GA exposed flies in each experiment. The uppermost, red, p-value refers this comparison. The black p-value compares air exposed flies with the corresponding GA exposed flies of the same genotype and is shown directly above each pair. The indicated transgenes were expressed in either VA6 ORNs under control of Or82a-GAL4 (lanes 1--16) or VA6 PNs under control of MZ612-GAL4 (lanes 17--28). Flies in lanes 1--16 carry UAS.CD8-GFP. Flies in lanes 17--28 carry Or82a.CD8-GFP. Flies in lanes 1--4 carry tubP-gal80^ts10^. Flies in lanes 29--32 express Dl RNAi in VA6 PNs under control of MZ612-GAL4, and LexAop.cd8-GFP together with either control (lane 29 and 30) or NRNAi (lane 31 and 32) in VA6 ORNs under control of Or82a-LexAGAD. The controls are mCherry shRNA (lanes 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18, 25, 26, 29 and 30), which is inserted into the same chromosomal location as the indicated transgenes. In lane 21 & 22 the flies lacked the indicated UAS constructs. Lanes 1--4 depict the same data as in [Fig 2](#pgen.1005244.g002){ref-type="fig"} lanes 1--4.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Prolonged exposure to GA enhances attraction to subsequent presentation of GA.

\(A\) Flies are attracted to GA. Five day old female flies expressing mCherry RNAi in VA6 ORNs under control of Or82a-GAL4 were starved for 24 hours and then placed in mesh covered beakers in the dark, where they had a choice between scintillation vials with the indicated concentrations of GA in 0.1% triton or solvent alone. The flies were counted at 24 hrs. Performance Index (PI) is (GA---solvent)/(total flies). Each point represents the PI of a single beaker, with 40 flies per beaker. Here and in C the scatter plots are presented with median and interquartile ranges and were compared by Mann-Whitney tests. \*\* p≤0.01; \*\*\* p≤0.001; non-significant differences are not marked. Or82a-GAL4 flies were outcrossed to cn bw flies for 6 generations. (B & C) Prolonged exposure to GA enhances attraction to subsequent presentation of GA. One day old female flies expressing mCherry RNAi in VA6 ORNs under control of Or82a-GAL4 were exposed on food to 1% GA in paraffin oil (GA, closed circles) or to paraffin oil alone (air, open circles) for 4 days. The flies were removed from odor, starved for 24 hours, and then placed in mesh covered beakers in the dark where they had a choice between 2% ethyl butyrate or the indicated concentrations of GA, all diluted in 0.1% triton. The flies were counted at 24 hours. PI is (GA---EB)/(total flies). Each point represents the PI of a single beaker, with 40 flies per beaker. In the log plots the larger the number the greater the attraction to GA. The data were normalized by dividing by the median of the air exposed flies for each concentration of GA. ns, p\>0.05; \*, p≤0.05.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Disabled (Dab) affects N reporter activity and glomerular volume and morphology.

One day old female flies were exposed to 1% GA in paraffin oil (GA) or paraffin oil alone (air) for 4 days, after which (A & B) N reporter activity or (C) VA6 size was determined. In A & B the level of N reporter activity seen in odor exposed flies carrying the indicated transgenes was normalized to the N reporter activity seen in odor exposed controls. In C the volumes of all the glomeruli from each air/GA exposed pair were normalized to the median volume of the glomeruli of air exposed flies. This normalization allows us to compare the volumes of the GA exposed flies in each experiment. The uppermost, red, p-value refers this comparison. The black p-value compares air exposed flies with the corresponding GA exposed flies of the same genotype and is shown directly above each pair. \* p≤0.05; \*\*\* p≤0.001; \*\*\*\* p≤0.0001. Panels D-G illustrate the changes in morphology and size caused by over-expression of Dab in conjunction with odor. (A) Or82a-GAL4; NLV LexOP.dGFP with mCherry (control) or Dab shRNA. (B) Or82a-GAL4; NLV LexOP.dGFP without (control) or with UAS.Dab. (C-G) Or82a-GAL4; UAS cd8-GFP without (control) or with UAS.Dab.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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